ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

STAFF FROM ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Recognized General and Special Hospitals

Clinical Instructors of the Austin Hospital and Repatriation Hospital Clinical Schools

Associate Dean (Clinical) of the Clinical School
Professor HOWARD HADFIELD EDDEY, BSc MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS

AUSTIN HOSPITAL

Department of Medicine

Hospital staff:

Senior Physicians
• DONALD FREEBURY KING, MD BS MRCP FRACP
• GRAHAM WINDHAM COOPER, MB BS MRCP FRACP
• BERNARD SWEET, MB BS MRCP FRACP

Physicians
• ROBERT NEIL HOPE, MB BS MRACP
• ANDREW COLGATE NEWELL, MD BS FRACP

Senior Physician for Renal Disease
JOHN KINGSLEY DAWBORN, PhD Lond. MB BS FRACP

Senior Dermatologist
• BRIAN ROGER ENTWISLE, MB BS DDM Syd.

Dermatologist
• NOEL JOHN CALLAN, DDM Syd. MB BS

Senior Neurologist
• PETER FRANCIS BLADIN, BSc MD BS MRACP

Senior Physician for Rheumatic Diseases
VACANT

Physician for Rheumatic Diseases
• ELIZABETH ROMA LENAGHAN, MB BS Melb. DCH Lond. MRCP

Cardiologist
MAURICE ROSENBAUM, MB BS MRACP

Senior Psychiatrists
• NORMAN COLD, MB BS DPM MANZCP MRCPsych
• MOYA GRAHAM RADFORD, MB BS DPM MANZCP
• FRANCIS BUCHANAN, MB BS DPM MANZCP

Senior Endocrinologist
• THOMAS JOHN MARTIN, MD BS FRACP

Senior Thoracic Physician
• PETER REAY BULL, MD BS FRACP FCCP FACMA

Thoracic Physician
CLARENCE GORDON PRICE, MB BS FCCP

Department of Microbiology (Medical)

Hospital staff:

Senior Thoracic Physician:
• PETER REAY BULL, MD BS FRACP FCCP FACMA

Medical Officer in Charge, Thoracic Unit:
CLARENCE GORDON PRICE, MB BS FCCP

Senior Medical Officer Thoracic Unit:
CHRISTOPHER EDWARD BUCHAN PEIREIRA, MB BS Ceylon

Director of Biochemistry (and Acting Director of Microbiology)
GRANT PATTISON, MB BS DCP Lond. MRCPath MRCPA
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Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Hospital staff:
Assistant Gynaecologist
• PETER WINTER ASHTON, MB BS MRCOG

Department of Pathology
Hospital staff:
Director of Haematology
PETER ANTHONY CASTALDI, MD Syd. FRACP FRCPA
Director of Biochemistry (and Acting Director of Microbiology)
GRANT PATTISON, MB BS DCP Lond. MRCPath MRCPA
Director of Morbid Anatomy
REES JAMES RIDDELL, MB BS DTM&H FRCPA

Department of Psychiatry
Hospital staff:
Senior Psychiatrists
• NORMAN GOLD, MB BS DPM MANZCP MRCPsych
• MOYA GRAHAM RADFORD, MB BS DPM MANZCP
• FRANCIS BUCHANAN, MB BS DPM MANZCP

Senior Psychologist
• VICTOR RAYMOND LEONARD, BA DipPsych PhD

Clinical Psychologist
• GEORGE ARTHUR STORY, BA DipEd DipPsych MAPsS MACE

Department of Surgery
Hospital staff:
Senior Surgeons
• NEIL JOHNSON, MB MS FRCS FRACS
• LEONARD THOMAS STRETTON, MB BS FRACS
• VACANT

Surgeons
• JAMES RUSSELL FERGUSON DOWNIE, MB BS FRCS FRACS
• JOHN PETERSON ROYLE, MB BS FRCS Edin. and Eng. FRACS FACS VACANT

Senior Orthopaedic Surgeon
• JOHN MACKINNON GRANT, MB BS FRACS

Orthopaedic Surgeons
• DOUGLAS BARRIE BERRYMAN, MB ChB Otago FRCS Edin. FRACS
• LEO LENAGHAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
• NEIL ARTHUR BROMBERGER, MB BS FRACS
• MICHAEL JAMES SHANNON, MB BS FRACS
• RICHARD ANTHONY McARTHUR, MB BS FRCS Edin.
• NEIL GRAEUME CULLEN, MB BS FRACS

Senior Thoracic Surgeon
• JOHN ISAAC HAYWARD, MD MS FRCS FRACS FCCP

Thoracic Surgeon
• WILFRED LAURENCE SIMPSON, MB BS FCCP FRACS

Senior Neurosurgeon
• JAMES MURRAY CALVERT, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Neurosurgeon
• JOHN MICHAEL WOODWARD, MB BS FRCS

Assistant Neurosurgeon
• STEFAN JACEK SOKOLOWSKI, MUDr Vienna MD Cdanak

Senior Ophthalmologist
• BARRY DESMOND COOTE, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS Edin. & Eng. FRACS
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Ophthalmologist
*KEITH MARKWICK, MB BS Lond. FRCS FRACS DO DA Lond.

Senior Plastic Surgeon
*JOHN SADLER BARNETT, MB BS FRACS

Plastic Surgeon
*JOHN ALLAN BUNTINE, MB BS FRACS

Senior Otolaryngologist
*GÉRARD LIONEL CRAY, MB BS Q'dl DLO FRCS FRACS

Otolaryngologists
*GÉRARD JAMES LITTLE, MB BS BCF, DLO Lond. FRCS Edin.
*DAVID ALEXANDER LYNCH, MB BS Q'dl FRCS Edin. FRACS
*ALFRED ARTHUR ANDERSON, MB BS Ceylon DLO

Senior Urologist
*HAROLD FREDERICK ROWE STORY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Urologist
*RODNEY ROBIN ADLINGTON SYME, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Paediatric Surgeon
*ALEXANDER WILLIAM AULDIST, MB BS FRACS

Paediatric Surgeon
*EUSTACE JULIAN KEOGH, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Oral Surgeon
*JOHN BURNETT RICHARSON, MB BS MDSc LDS

Director of Diagnostic Radiology
DAVID POWELL THOMAS, MB BS Q'dl DMRI Lond. FFR Lond. FCRA

Director of Anaesthesia
ROBIN WILLIAM SMALLWOOD, MB BS FFARACS

Radiotherapist
*RONALD ATKINSON HURLEY, BGE MB BS FRACP FCRA FFR

Resuscitation Officer
*DOUGLAS ALAN COATS, MB BS Adel. MD FRACS

REPATRIATION HOSPITAL

Department of Medicine
Hospital staff:

Associates
ALASTAIR HERIOT CAMPBELL, MD BS FRACP
LEWIS WILLIAM FAULKS, MB BS MRACP
NEWMAN PINKUS, MB BS MRACP
FRANCIS CATARINICH, MB BS FRACP
ROY HERBERT DONALD BEAN, MB BS MRACP
DESMOND PARKIN, MB BS MRACP

Consultant Psychiatrist
PHILIP SYDNEY EYLES, BA MB BS DPM ICS&P Lond. MANZCP

Department of Nuclear Medicine
LIONEL BARRY ARKLES, MRCS Eng. LRCP Lond. MRACP

Department of Surgery
Hospital staff:

Senior Associate
IAN CONRAD HEINZ, MB MS FRACS FRCPA FACS

Associates
BRUCE MacCULLUM JONES, MB BS FRACS
KENNETH JOHN MILLAR, MB BS FRCS FRACS
Clinical Instructors of the Fairfield Hospital Clinical School
Chairman of the Clinical School and Medical Superintendent of Hospital
JOHN ALLAN FORBES, MB BS FRACP FACMA

Deputy Medical Superintendent of Hospital
NOEL MCKENZIE BENNETT, MB BS MRCP Edin. FRACP FACMA

Clinical Instructors in Communicable Diseases (Specialist Physicians)
NOEL MCKENZIE BENNETT, MB BS MRCP Edin. FRACP FACMA
JOHN ALLAN FORBES, MB BS FRACP FACMA
ALVIS KUCERS, MB BS FRACP
CHARLES RONALD LUCAS, MB BS FRACP
ALLEN PENG YUNG, MB BS FRACP

Pathologist and Bacteriologist
DAVID GREGOR PATERSON BUIST, MB BS FRCPath

Virologist
IAN DAVID GUST, MB BS BSc(Med) DIPBact Lond. FRCPath

Clinical Instructors of the Mercy Maternity and Austin Hospitals

Clinical School
Chairman of Clinical School
Professor NORMAN ALBERT BEISCHER

Senior Obstetrician/Gynaecologists
CHARLES ANTONIO BARBARO, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRACS MRCOG
KEVIN ALBERT BARRAM, MB BS MRCOG FRCS FRACS
CHARLES ANDREW JEREMY MACAFEE, MD BCh BAO Belf. FRCS Glas. MRCOG
GERALD ARTHUR MANLY, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRCOG

Obstetrician/Gynaecologists
IAN ALEXANDER MACISAAC, MB BS FRCS FRACS MRCOG
GRAEME JOHN RATTEN, MB BS MRCOG
MICHAEL WILLIAM SOMERVILLE, MB BS FRCS Lond. FRCS Edin. MRCOG

Associate Obstetrician/Gynaecologists
PETER WINTER ASHTON, MB BS MRCOG
DONALD PUI-CHEE CHAN, MB BS FRCOG FRCS Edin. FRCS Glas. MMSA Lond.
ROBERT JOHN HORSFALL, MB BS MRCOG FRACS
PETER ANTHONY LONG, MB BS MRCOG
CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN TARGETT, MB BS MRCOG FRCS Edin.
HOWARD MACDONALD WALKER, MB BS MRCOG

Paediatric Physicians
JOHN HEDLEY DREW, MB BS MRACP
JOHN MARTIN McNAMARA, MB BS FRACP

Medical Director
JAMES ERNEST BREHENY, MB BS MRACP

Director of Radiology
CHRISTINE MARY ACTON, MB BS MRCP

Director of Pathology
LEON ISRAEL TAFT, MB BS BSc FRCPA MCPath

Director of Anaesthesia
PATRICK ALAN MAPLESTONE, MB BS FFARACS DA

Obstetrician/Gynaecologist to Endocrinology Clinic
MICHAEL SHINE FORREST, MB BS MRCOG

Clinical Instructors of the Peter MacCallum Clinic
Chairman of Clinical School
JAMES PATRICK MADIGAN, BS MD DTR FRACP FCRA
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Full-time medical staff:

Medical Director
Emeritus Professor ROY DOUGLAS WRIGHT, DSc A.N.U. & Melb. MB MS FRACP

Radiotherapists
JAMES JOSEPH CAMPBELL, MB ChB BAO Belfast MCRA FFR
DANIEL PUI SEK CHAN, MB BS H.K. DMRT Lond. FFR
RONALD ATKINSON HURLEY, BCE MB BS MRACP MCRA FFR
ROBIN CLIVE KEHR, MB BS MCRA FFR
KUNDAN LAL, MB BS Punjab DMRT Bristol
CYRIL CHARLES JULIUS MINTY, MB BS Old DTR FCRA FFR
THOMAS FRASER SANDEMAN, ChB MD DMRT Edin. FFR FCRA
DAVID ROSS WIGG, MB BS Adel. DTR MCRA

Radiologists
JOHN JOSEPH MARTIN, MB BS FFR FCRA
JOHN BARRY DRAKE, MB BS MCRA

Pathologists
PHILIP NORMAN JENNINGS IRONSIDE, MB BS DPath Eng. MRCPA
REGINALD MOTTERAM, BSc MB BS Adel. FRACP MRCPA

Clinical Haematologist
IAN ALLAN COOPER, MB BS Syd. FRACP

Biological Research Unit
GEORGE STEWART HODGSON, MD Chile

Endocrine Research Unit
GORDON ALFRED SARFATY, MB BS Syd. MD W.Aust.

Medical Physicist
KENNETH HENRY CLARKE, BSc Lond. MSc ARCS FinstP FAIP

Sessional and part-time medical staff:

Radiotherapists
JOHN MARTIN BRADLEY, BS MD DTR FRACP FCRA FFR
GWYNNE ELIZABETH DUGGAN, MB BS DTR
ROY JAMES GOUGH, MB BS DTR MCRA
GEOFFREY ROSEVEAR KURLLE, BS MD DTR FRACP MCRA
FRANCES GIBSON PARKIN, MB BS DTR
DOUGLAS BRITTON PEARCE, BSc MB BS DTRE FCRA

Gynaeology
SIR SYDNEY LANCE TOWNSEND, VRD BS MD DTM & II FRCS
Edin. FRACS FRCOG FRCS (C.) Hon.

General Surgery
MAURICE ROSSIE EWING, MB ChB Edin. Hon.MD Monash MSc FRCS
FRACS Hon.FACS
WILLIAM BRIAN FLEMING, MB MS FRACS FRCS FACS

Breast Unit
RICHARD CLAYTON BENNETT, MB MS Adel. FRCS FRACS
NEIL JOHNSON, MB MS FRACS FRCS

Orthopaedic Surgery
JOHN EDWARD CRITCHLEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS

Reparative Surgery
LENA ELIZABETH MEWAN, MB BS Adel. FRCS FRACS
DONALD ROGER MARSHALL, MB BS FRACS FACS
RICHARD KERNAN NEWING, BS MD FRCS FRACS
SIR BENJAMIN KEITH RANK, CMG MB MS FRCS FRACS Hon.
FACST LRCP Lond.

Thoracic Surgery
JOHN KEVIN CLAREBROUGH, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Neuro-Surgery
JAMES MURRAY CALVERT, MB BS FRACS FRCS
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Neurology
ARTHUR CULTON SCHWIEGER, BS MD MRCP Lond. FRACP

Ophthalmology
GERARD WILLIAM CROCK, MB BS FRCS FRACS MRACP

Dermatology
DENIS MORLEY CLARKE, MB BS DDM Syd.

Internal Medicine
MAURICE JAMES ETHERIDGE, BS MD FRACP

Urology
HAROLD FREDERICK ROWE STORY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Otorhinolaryngology
HUGH SIMPSON MILLAR, MB BS DLO FRCS Lond. FRACS

Physical Medicine
LESLIE Koadlow, MB BS DPhysMed Eng. MRCP Edin.

Consultant Anaesthetist
NOEL MORRIS CASS, MB BS DA FFA RACS & RCS

Anaesthesia
NANCY LILLIAN GILLIES, MB BS DA
WILLIAM ALEXANDER GREY, MB BS FFA RACS
EVELYN LIPTON, MB BS
DOROTHY FLORA MOODY, MB BS
MARY HENTY MORLAND, MB BS
BETTY BELINDA SPINKS, MB BS FFA RACS
COLUMBA STEEDMAN, LRCP&SI DA Lond. LM Rotunda
IAN ARCHIBALD WALDIE, MB ChB Edin. FFA RACS

Clinical Officer
WALTER JOSEPH MOON, MB BS

Dental Surgery
WILLIAM CHARLES DWYER, MDSc FACDS

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Children's Hospital Clinical School

Chairman VERNON LESLIE COLLINS

Senior Physicians
HENRY NORMAN BURGESS WETTENHALL, MD BS FRCP FRACP
ELIZABETH KATHLEEN TURNER, MD BS
MAXWELL JAMES ROBINSON, MD BS FRACP

Director of Clinical Research and Senior Physician
HOWARD ERNEST WILLIAMS, MD BS FRACP

Physicians
BERNARD WILLIAM NEAL, MD BS FRACP
THOMAS CLOVER MADDISON, MB BS Adel. MD FRACP
JOHN MAURICE COURT, MB BS FRACP
LIONEL ERIC GEORGE SLOAN, MB BS FRACP FACMA
DAVID ALEXANDER McCREDIE, BSc MD BS FRACP
PETER DUHIC PHELAN, BSc MD BS FRACP
MARGERY CLARE McKINNON, MB BS FRACP DCH
JAMES ASHTON KEIPERT, MB BS MRCP Edin. DCH
ROBERT GREGORY BIRRELL, MB BS FRACP
SAMUEL MENAHEM, MD BS MRACP

Acting Physicians
JOHN MARTIN McNAMARA, MB BS FRACP
HUGO GOLD, MB BS MRCP DCH
IAN PETER McIntyre, MB BS MRCP Edin.

Senior Surgeons
ALFRED MURRAY CLARKE, MB BS FRCS FRACS DCH
NATHANIEL ALBERT ALFRED MYERS, MB BS FRCS FRACS
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Director of Surgical Research
FRANK DOUGLAS STEPHENS, DSO MB MS FRACS

Surgeons
PETER GRIFFITH JONES, MB MS FRCS FRACS FACS
ROBERT FOWLER, MD BS FRACS
EDWARD DURHAM SMITH, MD BS FRACS FACS
MAXWELL KENT, MB BS FRACS
JOHN RIDLEY SOLOMON, MB BS FRCS FRACS
HELEN HAE NOBLETT, MB BS FRACS

Director of Anesthesia
JOHN GRAHAM STOCKS, MB BS FFA FRACS

Director of Cardiology
ALEXANDER WYNNE VENABLES, MD BS FRACP

Assistant Cardiologist
BRIAN DAVID EDIS, MB BS MRACP

Physician to Cerebral Palsy Clinic
JOHN MACLEOD GOOCH, MB BS DCH MRCP

Dermatologist
JOHN ROBERT KELLY, MB BS MRCP FRACP

Cardiac Surgeon
CHARLES PETER CLARKE, MB BS FRACS

Physician to Diabetic Clinic
JOHN MAURICE COURT, MB BS FRACP

E.N.T. Surgeon
CLIVE FRANCIS HENRY FYMAN, MB BS DLO FRACS

Director of Haematology Clinic
JOHN HOUGHTON COLEBATCH, MD FRCP FRACP DCH Lond.

Deputy Director of Haematology Clinic
HENRY EKERT, MB BS MRACP

Director of Haematology Laboratory
GEOFFREY PHILLIP TAyro, MB BS MCPA

Director of Department of Gastroenterology
REGINALD RUGELEY WOODS TOWNLEY, MD BS FRACP

Medical Geneticist
DAVID MILES DANKS, MB BS FRACP

Neurologist
IAN JAMES HOPKINS, MD BS FRACP

Neuro-Surgeon
REGINALD SMYTHE HOOPER, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Physician-in-Charge of Phenylketonuria Clinic
THOMAS GLOVER MADDISON, MB BS Adel. MD FRACP

Ophthalmologist
FRANCIS ALFRED BILLSON, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS

Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon
PETER FREDERICK WILLIAMS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Deputy Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon
MALCOLM BENBOW MENELAUS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Assistant Orthopaedic Surgeons
JOHN STANLEY JAMES MORLEY, MRCS LRCP FRCS Eng. FRACS
WILLIAM GRANT DOIG, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Director of Handicapped Children's Centre
GORDON KEYS SMITH, MB BS FRACS

Director of Pathology
ALAN LLEWELYN WILLIAMS, MB BS MCPA

Plastic Surgeon
GEORGE STRETTON GUNTER, MB MS FRCS FRACS
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Deputy Plastic Surgeon  
JOHN SADLER BARNETT, MB BS FRACS

Director of Psychiatry  
WINSTON SELBY RICKARDS, BSc MD BS DPM FRACP FANZCP ABPsS MAPsS

Deputy Director of Psychiatry  
ELISABETH MAUD WANN, MB ChB Dub. MANZCP

Psychiatrist  
FRANK IVOR BISHOP, MB BS FRCS

Director of Radiology  
VACANT

Histopathologist  
PETER ELLIS CAMPBELL, MB BS MCPS

Biochemist  
JOHN FRANCIS CONNELLY, MD BS

Audiologist  
EDWARD HENRY KEIR, TTCTD

Senior Speech Therapist  
CYNTHIA ELIZABETH EDGELL, MACST

Psychologist  
JOHN SMITH WILLIAMS, MA N.Z. MAPsS ABPsS

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Melbourne Hospital Clinical School

Associate Dean (Clinical)  
KENNETH JAMES CRICE, MD BS FRCP FRACP

Clinical Supervisor  
KENNETH ST. GEORGE LAWSON, MB ChB Edin.

In-patient Physicians  
MARGARET HENDERSON, MD BS FRCP FRACP
WILLIAM McINTOSH ROSE, MD BS MRCP FRACP
MAURICE JAMES ETHERIDGE, MD BS FRACP
THOMAS HENRY HURLEY, MD BS FRACP
KENNETH FAIRBURN FAIRLEY, MD BS MRCP FRACP
JOHN STEWART PENINGTON, MD BS MRCP FRACP

Out-patient Physicians  
DAVID JOHN FONE, MD BS FRACP
PETER WILLIAM SUTHERLAND, MD BS FRACP
HAROLD STANLEY SYMONS, MB BS MRCP FRACP
PETER ALEXANDER VALENTINE, MB BS FRACP MRCP
VERE DAVID UROUHART HUNT, MD BS MRACP
ALFRED JOHN WALL, MD BS MRACP

In-patient Surgeons  
DOUGLAS ROBERT LESLIE, MB MS FRCS FRACS
EDWARD STUART REGINALD HUGHES, MD MS FRCS FRACS FACS
GORDON GRAHAM CALDER MCKENZIE, MB MS FRCS FRACS
ROWAN GEORGE WEBB, MB BS FRCS FRACS
WILLIAM BRIAN FLEMING, MB MS FRCS FRACS
DONALD GORDON MACLEISH, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Out-patient Surgeons  
ALAN MORTON CUTHBERTSON, MB MS FRCS FRACS FACS
IAN SHEARER RUSSELL, MB MS FRCS FRACS
GABRIEL ANDREW KUNE, MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS
GRAHAM ADLINGTON SYME, MB BS FRCS FRACS
PETER ROBERT SCOTT, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS
THOMAS MICHAEL MACKENZIE LONG, MB BS FRACS

Allergist  
SAUL WIENER, MD BS Zür. PhD FRACP MCPsPath MCPA

Anaesthetists  
NOEL MORRIS CASS, MB BS DA FFARCS FFARACS
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WILLIAM H. J. COLE, MB BS MSc DA FFARACS
TREVOR TALBOT CURRIE, MB BS DA Eng. FFARCS FFARACS
JOHN BRODBIBLE FINN TUCKER, MB BS DA FFARACS
JAMES MATTHEW BELL, MB BS DA FFARACS
HERBERT C. NEWMAN, MB BS DA FFARCS FFARACS
PATRICIA MACKAY, MB ChB N.Z. DA RACS & Melb. FFARCS
WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR, MB BS FFARACS

ALFRED OWIRES, MB BS DA
IAN RONALD PHILPOTT, DA FFARACS
EDGAR ROBERT NISBITT GILLIES, MB BS FFARACS
ARTHUR FREDERICK WOODS, MB BS FFARACS
WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR, MB BS FFARACS

ALAN JAMES COBLE, MD BS MRCP FRACP

DAVID CROSBY COWLING, MD BS FRACP FCPath MCPA

WALTER JOSEPH MOON, MB BS

IAN OLIVER STAHEL, MD BS DDM Syd. MRCP FRACP

FRANK IAN RUSSELL MARTIN, MD BS FRACP

IAN ALEXANDER McDONALD, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRCOG

MALCOLM ELLISTON SCOTT, MB BS MRCP

PETER EBELING, BSc MD BS MRCP FRACP

JOHN BRYANT CURTIS, MB MS FRCS FRACS

JAMES EWEN KIRKWOOD GALBRAITH, MB BS FRCS

WILLIAM ERIC SWANEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

KINGSLEY WALLIS MILLS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

HUGH SIMPSON MILLAR, MB BS DLO FRCS FRACS

JOHN DOUGLAS HICKS, MB BS FCPath MRACP MCPA

JOHN TURNER HUESTON, MB MS FRCS FRACS

JOHN CHARLES PROCTOR CONE, MD BS MANZCP

LEON SLONIM, MB BS MCRA FFR

JOHN MARTIN BRADLEY, MD BS DTR FRACP MCRA

MICHAEL COWPER FRANKLYN PAIN, MD Syd. BS MRACP

ERNEST BARCLAY DREVERMANN, MB BS MRACP FRACS

VACANT

IAN HAIG McCONCHIE, MB MS FRACS
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Thoracic Surgeon
GEORGE WILLIAM WESTLAKE, MB BS FRACS

Senior Urologist
DOUGLAS BURLAND DUFFY, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Urologist
IAN NORMAN NUNN, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Deputy Director of Diagnostic Radiology
JAMES ROBERT SYME, MD BS MRACP DDR FFR Lond. FCRA.

Director of Anaesthetics
RUSSEL GEOFREY COLE, MB BS DA RCP&S Melb. FFARCS FFARACS

Director of Biochemistry
CAMERON WILLIAM BAIRD, BSc MD BS PhD MRACP MCPA MCPsych

Director of Cardiac Laboratory
JOHN GRAEME SLOMAN, BSc MB BS FRACP FRCP Edin. MRCP Lond. FACC Ed

Director of Nuclear Medicine
JOHN THOMAS ANDREWS, MB BS Lond. LRCP MRCS DObst RCOG FRACP MCRA

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital

Clinical School
Psychiatrist Superintendent
JOHN FREDERICK JOSEPH CADE, MD BS FANZCP FAPA

Deputy Superintendent and Consultant Psychiatrist
BENJAMIN CHESLER, MB ChB Rand DPM MANZCP

Consultant Psychiatrists
JOHN McLEED GORDON CRIGOR, MB ChB Otago BSc NZ. DPM MANZCP MRCPsych
GRAHAM DENE BURROWS, MB ChB Otago BSc NZ. DPM MANZCP

Psychiatrists
LEON FAIL, MB BS DPM
JAN PETER HARDENBERG, DPM Gron.
EDMOND YU KUEN CHUI, MB BS Q’ld DPM Eng.

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital

Clinical School
Chairman of Clinical School
Professor G. W. CROCK

Eye Section
Honorary Surgeons
RONALD FRANCIS LOWE, MD BS DOMS Lond. DO FRCS FRACS PhD
GEOFFREY SUTHERLAND, MB BS DOMS Lond. FRCS Edin. FRACS
JAMES McBRIDE WHITE, MB BS DO FRACS
PETER RONALD BRETT, MB BS DO FRACS
WILLIAM ELLIOTT GILLIES, MB BS DO FRCS Edin. FRACS

Honorary Senior Assistant Surgeons
RALPH NEWTON McCANN, MB BS Adel. DO Lond. FRCS
BARRY DESMOND COOTE, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS Lond. Edin. FRACS
JOHN LLEWELLYN COLVIN, MB BS Q’ld DO R.C.P. & S. Lond. FRCS Edin. FRACS
JOHN NORTON TAYLOR, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS Lond. Edin. FRACS

Honorary Assistant Surgeons
SAMUEL TROSKI, MB BS DO
JAMES PAUL BORGER, MB BS Syd. DO Lond.
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KEITH SAYERS MURRAY, MB BCHIR CANTAB. DOMS LOND. MRCS LRCP
ERNST FINKELSTEIN, MB BS DO
IAN FLETT ROBERTSON, MB BS DO R.C.P. & S. LOND. FRACS
GEOFFREY CLAude MOHLFT, MB BS DO FRACS
WILLIAM NOAH CHIN, MB BS DO LOND. FRCS
HANS JOSEPH LORBEER, MB BS FRACS

Ear, Nose and Throat Section

Honorary Surgeons

CONSTANCE BEATRICE SARAH NAPIER, MRCS LRCP DLO R.C.P. & S.
JOHN ROBERT THOMSON, MB BS Q'ld DLO FRCS Edin. FRFPS Glas. FRACS
IAN HENDERSON WARNER, BSc MB BS FRCS FRACS

Honorary Senior Assistant Surgeons

PARTHA SARATHY KATTULA, BA BS MB DLO ANDHRA & MELB.
LAURENCE MICHAEL RYAN, MB BS DLO MELB. FRCS FRACS

Honorary Junior Assistant Surgeons

CARY WINSTON CLOVER, MB BS FRCS
DONALD ADIN JAMES, DLO ENG. LRCP LOND. MRCS
WILLIAM WALL WARNER-MOONEY, MB BS MELB. FRCS EDIN.

Honorary Radiotherapist

ROBIN CLIVE KERR, MB BS FRF MCRA

Honorary Surgeon

DONALD GORDON McLEISH, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Honorary Assistant Surgeon

VACANT

Jean Littie John Deafness Investigation and Research Unit Otologist

JEAN LITTLEJOHN, OBE MB BS DLO FRACS

Honorary Allergist

SOL BRAND, MD BS

Medical Director

KENNETH GEORGE HOWSAM, MB BS DO FRACS FACMA

Pathologist

COURTENAY HUGH GREIF, MB BS LOND. MRCS LRCP MRCPA FCPath

Director of Anaesthesia

FRANCOIS GEORGES DOMAINGUE, MB BS DTM&H LOND. DA ENG. FFARCS ENG. FFARACS

Physicians-in-Charge

JOHN JAMES BILLINGS, KCSG MD BS FRCP FRACP
JOHN FRANCIS NIALL, MD BS MRCP LOND. MRACP

Radiologists (Sessional)

THOMAS PETER BAINTING, MB BS MCRA
YUMNA HOLYOAKE, MB BS DDR FFR

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Women’s Hospital Clinical School

Chairman of Clinical School

Professor SIR LANCE TOWNSEND

First Assistants

W. H. KITCHEN, MB BS FRACP
J. H. H. FLIEGNER, MB BS MCO FRCS EDIN. FRACS MRCOG
J. H. EVANS, MB BS MRCP EDIN. MRCOG
J. SMITH, MB BS FRCOG
Second Assistants
G. B. DUFF, MB ChB NZ
N. R. JOHNSTONE, MB BS
L. MARKHAM, MB BS

Paediatric Physicians
GEOFFREY DYLLANTHA DAHLENBURG, MB BS MRACP
FRANK REX BETHERAS, MB BS MRCOG

Paediatric Surgeon
FRANK DOUGLAS STEVENS, DSO MB MS FRACS

Radiotherapist
GEOFFREY ROSEVEAR KURRLE, MD BS DTR FRACP FRCA

Medical Superintendent
GAD TREVAKS, MB BS FACMA

Director of Radiology
JOHN HAROLD SHEAT, MB ChB NZ DDR MRACR

Director of Pathology
DENYS WOODSON FORTUNE, MB ChB Brist. MRCPE MCPath MCPA

Director of Anaesthesia
KEVIN McCAL, MBE LRCP LRCSI LM DA RFCs FFARCS FFARACS

Associate Surgeons
LOUIS JOHN HARRISON BUTTERFIELD, MB ChB NZ DOBST
MRCOG
GRAEME JOHN RATTEN, MB BS MRCOG
DONALD JOHN RAWLING, MB BS MRCOG
REUBEN WEIN, MB BS MRCOG

In-patient Gynaecological Surgeons
CLIFFORD KELVIN CHURCHES, VRD MB DGO FRACS FRCOG
VERNON ERNEST HOLLOOCK, MB BS FRACS FRCOG
ALWYN RIVETT LONG, MB BS DGO FRACS FRCOG
BARRY LEE GRIFFITHS KNEALE, MB BS DGO FRACS FRCOG

Out-patient Gynaecological Surgeons
WILLIAM CHANEN, MB BS DGO FRCs Edin. FRACS FRCOG
WALTER IAN HAREWOOD JOHNSTON, MB BS MGO MRCOG
PETER PEREZ GLENNING, MB BS MGO FRCS Edin. FRACS MRCOG
GARY DONALD BYRNE, MB BS MRCOG FRCSE

In-patient Obstetrical Surgeons
COLIN NOEL DEGARIS, MB BS DGO FRACS FRCOG
PAUL ELLIS JEFFERY, MB BS DGO FRCOG
JOHN GRANTLEY SHELTON, MBE MB BS FRCOG
JOHN NATTRASS, MB BS DGO FRCOG

Out-patient Obstetrical Surgeons
IAN CHARLES ROSS, MB BS MGO MRCOC
FREDERICK DOUGLAS ADEY, MB BS MRCOG
PETER HEATH, MB BS MRCOG
MICHAEL KLOSS, MB BS MRCOG

Clinical Instructors of the St. Vincent’s Hospital Clinical School

Associate Dean (Clinical)
R. M. BIGGINS, MB BS FRCP FRACP

In-patient Physicians
JAMES FRANCIS HUGHES, MB BS DTM MRCP FRACP
MAURICE VIVIAN CLARKE, MB BS FRACP
JOHN TERENCE CAHILL, MB BS FRCP FRACP
LUKE MURPHY, MB BS MRCGP FRACGP
JOHN FRANCIS NIALL, MB BS MRCGP FRACGP

Out-patient Physicians
JAMES EDWARD FITZGERALD, MB BS MRACP
GEORGE STEWART HALE, MB BS FRACP
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WILLIAM CARRICK HEATH, MB BS FRACP FACA
BERNARD GEORGE CLARKE, MB BS MRCP FRACP
KERRY JOHN BREEN, MB BS MRACCP

In-patient Surgeons
JOHN LEONARD CONNELL, MB MS FRCS FRACS
JAMES RICHARD McCLOY, MB MS FRCS FRACS
DESMOND CARVAN HURLEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS
PETER JOHN RYAN, MB MS FRCS FRACS
THOMAS EMANUEL ANTONIE, MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS

Out-patient Surgeons
PAUL KEITH STEEDMAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JOHN COUNDLEY DOYLE, MB BS FRCS FRACS
IVO DOMINIC ANTHONY VELLAB, MB BS FRCS FRACS
BRIAN THOMAS COLLOPY, MB BS FRCS FRACS
PETER JOHN RYAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Ophthalmologist
EDWARD DONOUGH MULVYHILL RYAN, BA MB BS FRACS DO

Gynaecologist
THOMAS WILLIAM CAPELL, MB BS FRACS MRCOG

Orthopaedic Surgeons
HENRY VERNON CROCK, MD BS FRCS FRACS
BRENDAN JOHN DOOLEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Urological Surgeon
PETER JAMES MOHITSEN, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Cardio-Thoracic Surgeon
JOHN KEVIN CLAREBROUGH, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Dermatologist
DENIS MORLEY CLARKE, MB BS DDM SYD.
JOHN ANDREW BRENAN, MB BS MRACCP

Surgeon for Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat
FRANCIS CHARLES NAGLE, MB BS DLO LOND. FRACS

Allergist
BERNARD GEORGE CLARKE, MB BS MRCP MRCGP

Psychiatrist
ROWLAND ERIC SEAL, MA MB BS DRPACCP MANZCP

Pathologist
NORMAN ALEXANDER DAVIS, MB BS MCPA MCPATH LOND.

Radiologist
MEREDITH GORDON FRANCIS DONNAN, MB BS DR SYD. FFR LOND. FCRA

Therapeutic Radiologist
JAMES MADIGAN, MD BS DTR FRACP FCRA

Neuro-Surgeon
JOHN KEITH HENDERSON, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Neurologist
JOHN JAMES BILLINGS, KCSG MD BS FRCP FRACP

Director of Anaesthesia
RALPH REGINALD CLARK, MB BS DA FFAHCS FFAARACS

Anaesthetists
HENRY MICHAEL BRAY, MB BS FFAARACS, Deputy Director
HENRY PETER PENN, MB BS DA FFAARCS FFAARACS
LEON RICHARD ALFRED BRYAN, MB BS FFAARACS
JOHN CATARINICH, MB BS FFAARACS
JOHN FRANCIS ANNING FORSTER, MB BS MRCS LRCP FFAARACS
EUGEN CAMERON BUTEL, MB CHB N.Z. DA FFAARACS
WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR, MB BS FFAARACS

Paediatric Physician
JOHN MARTIN McNAMARA, MB BS MRACCP
Paediatric Surgeon
DAVID SCHLICHT, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Plastic Surgeon
RICHARD KERMAN NEWING, MD BS FRCS FRACS

Neo-Natal Paediatrician
DAVID BUXTON PITT, MD BS FRACP

Physician to Rheumatology Clinic
JOHN BEVAN WEBB, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Alcoholism Clinic
JOSEPH NATALINO SANTAMARIA, MB BS FRACP

Director of Morbid Anatomy
NORMAN ALEXANDER DAVIS, MB BS MCPA MCPath Lond.

Director of Microbiology
BRYAN CRAIG AEKINS STRATFORD, ED MD BS MCPA MCPath Lond.

Director of Haematology
BRYAN MCKAY RUSH, MB BS Syd. MRACP MCPA

Director of Diagnostic Radiology
ERIC JOHN GILFORD, MB BS MCRA FFR

Director of Cardio-Vascular Diagnostic Unit
IAN GREGORY McDONALD, MB BS MRACP

The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research

Associated Staff
JERRY McKEE ADAMS, BSc Emory PhD Harv. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)

JOHN LESLEY ATWELL, BSc Flin. (Postgraduate Scholar)

HARALD VON BOEHMER, DrMed Munich (Post-Doctoral Visitor, West Germany)

ALAN STUART COATES, MB BS MRACP (Fellow in Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital)

ROBERT CONE, MS Florida State PhD Michigan (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)

SUZANNE CORY, PhD Contab. MSc (Queen Elizabeth II Fellow)

PAULINE CREWTER, BSc

LILIAN DELMONTE, AB Mt Holyoke Coll. MSc N.Y.U. Doc ès Sci d’état Sorbonne (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)

WERNER HAAS, DrMed Freiburg & Berlin

JOHN ALLAN HAMILTON, BSc PhD (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)

ALAN WILLIAM HARRIS, PhD Tor. MSc (Research Fellow N.H. & M.R.C.)

MARGARET COOPER HOLMES, MSc PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

PAUL WAYNE KINKADE, MS Miss. State PhD Ala. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)

JUDITH ELEANOR LAYTON, BSc.

THOMAS ELI MANDEL, MB BS (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

JOHN JACOB MARCHALONIS, AB Lafayette PhD Rockefeller (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

Catherine Lavinia Mason, BSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)

RICHARD GRAHAM MILLER, MSc Alberta PhD Cal. Tech. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, Canada)

MALCOLM ANDREW STEPHEN MOORE, MA, DPhil Oron. (Senior Research Fellow, Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria)

DENNIS GORDON OSMOND, BSc MB CHB Bristol MRCS Eng. LRCP Lond. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, Canada)

JOHN PARKER, MS Arizona MD Harv. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)

JOHN PYE, BSc (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

ISABEL ROBERTS, BSc

MARTIN RÖLLINGHOFF, DrMed Tübingen (Post-Doctoral Visitor, West Germany)
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VIVIEN BEDFORD SANTER, BSc (Postgraduate Scholar)
ROBERT ALLAN SCHLEGEL, BS Iowa AM PhD Harv. (Post-Doctoral Visitor, U.S.A.)
BARBARA JOY SCHMECKPEPER, BA, Macalister Coll. PhD Johns Hopk. (“American Cancer Society Fellow”) U.S.A.
JOHN WILLIAM SCHRADER, MB BS Adel. (Postgraduate Scholar, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JOHN WILLIAM SHEHIDAN, BSc (Med) MB BS Syd. (Postgraduate Scholar, N.H. & M.R.C.)
GARRY SPITZER, MB BS MRACP
DAVID PORTER STEVENS, BA Ohio State MD Western Reserve (Cleveland Fellow of the Royal Melbourne Hospital)
ALEKSANDER, SZENBERG, MD Zur. Docent Warsaw (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
MATHEW ALEXANDER VADAS, BSc (Med) MB BS (Syd. (Post-graduate Scholar, N.H. & M.R.C.)
HERMANN WAGNER, MD Tubingen (Post-Doctoral Visitor, West Germany)
SENGA FLORENCE WHITTINGHAM, MB ChB N.Z. DCP Lond. PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
NEIL THOMAS WILLIAMS, BSc (Edward Wilson Memorial Fellow)
URIWAN YOUNGCHAIYUD, MD Sinai (Colombo Plan Fellow, Thailand)

Howard Florey Institute of Experimental Physiology and Medicine

Director DEREK ASHWORTH DENTON, MB BS
Assistant Directors
JOHN PAUL COGHLAN, PhD DSc (Principal Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
BRYAN HUDSON, MD BS PhD FRACP FRCP (Principal Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

Scientific Staff
EDWARD HOMER BLAINE, MA PhD Mo. (Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, National Institute of Health, U.S.A.)
JOHN REGINALD BLAIR-WEST, MSc PhD (Senior Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ELIZABETH JANE CRAN, BSc (Graduate Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ROSS TERRENCE FERNLEY, BSc Q’d (Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
* AUSMA MIROVICS, MSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JOHN FREDERICK NELSON, MSc PhD (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
CATHERINE JANE ODDIE, MSc (Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
BRUCE ALAN SCOGGINS, MAgrSc Cantab. PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
SHIRLEY ATHALE PAMELA SIMPSON, MSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JOHN RAMSAY WALSH, Dipp App Biol BSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
CHRISTINA WANG, MB BS Hong Kong MRACP (Visiting Commonwealth Fellow)
SUSAN ZICHY-WOINARSKI, BSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)

Associated Staff
GRAHAM DENE BURROWS, MB ChB BSc Otago (First Assistant, Department of Psychiatry)
ELVIE MARELYN COGHLAN, MSc PhD (Lecturer, Department of Physiology)
KENNETH JOHN HARDY, MB BS FRACS FACN (First Assistant, Department of Surgery, Repatriation General Hospital)
JOHN SIMON McKENZIE, MSc PhD (Senior Lecturer, Department of Physiology)
ROY DOUGLAS WRIGHT, DSc A.N.U. & Melb. MB BS FRACP (Medical Director, Cancer Institute)
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UNIVERSITY CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC

Director  The Ormond Professor of Music GEORGE FREDERICK LOUGHLIN, DMus Dunelm MA FRCM FRCO

Vice-Director  THE REVEREND PERCY JONES, MBE PhD Pontifical Urban Univ. MusDoc Pontifical Inst. of Sacred Music MA

Registrar of the University  A. T. J. BELL, OBE BE Syd. BA FIEAust

Secretary  IAN PAULL FIDDIAN, Barrister and Solicitor

Teaching Staff

Orchestration; Harmony; Counterpoint;
Composition; Music A, B, C and D:
THE ORMOND PROFESSOR
THE VICE-DIRECTOR
Reader
ROY SHEPHERD, MMus Hon. ARCM
Licencié de Concert Ecole Normale de Musique LRSM
Senior Lecturers
GRAHAM BARTLE, BA MMus DipEd
KEITH HUMBLE, DipMus LRAM
DONALD THORNTON, BMus Lond. BSc W.Aust. MMus LMusA
Lecturer
MEREDITH MOON, MA Birm. BMus ARCM LTCL
Harpsichord:
Senior Lecturer
MAX COOKE
Teacher  
*ROGER HEAGNEY, MMus
Singing:
Lecturer
ELSA HAAS
Teachers
*VICTORIA ANDERSON
*KEVIN CASEY, DipMus
*BRIAN HANSFORD
*VICTOR HARDING, ARCM
*ANTONIO MORETTI-PANANTI
*VIOLA MORRIS
Organ:
*MERYN CALLAGHAN, BMus LRAM ARCM ARCO(ChM) ARCM
*SERGIO DE PIERI, DipMus Venice
*GEORGE FINDLAY, BMus
*LANCE HARDY, BMus Lond. FRCO ARCM
*JOHN MALLINSON, BMus ARCM LRAM ARCO
*DOUGLAS LAWRENCE, BMus
*JUNE NIXON, BMus TPTC AMusA FRCO (ChM) ARCM
Violin:
Lecturer
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN
Teachers
*NATHAN GUTMAN, DipMus MusBac MLaw Warsaw
*HARRY HUTCHINS
*PAUL McDERMOTT, DipMus
*WILLIAM MALLINSON, DipMus
Viola:
Lecturer
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN
Teachers
*WILLIAM MALLINSON
*PAUL O'BRIEN, MMus
Violoncello:
Senior Lecturer
JOHN KENNEDY, FRAM
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Teachers
• VALERIE AWBURN, BMus
• PEERS COETMORE, FRAM
• MARIANNE MAXWELL, BMus
• HENRI TOUZEAU
• OTTI VEIT, ARCM LRAM

String Bass:
• TOM HOWLEY

Wind Instruments:

Senior Lecturer
LESLEY BARKLAMB, DipMus

Flute:
LESLEY BARKLAMB
*VERNON HILL

Oboe:
* JUDITH EASTON
* NORMAN WEINER

Clarinet:
* JOHN ARCALL
* ISOBEL CARTER-STOCKIGT, BMus ARCM
* PHILIP MIECHEL, BMus

Bassoon:
* GEORGE DREYFUS
* GLEN SPICER

French Horn:
* ALEX GRIEVE
* THOMAS NICOLL
* ROY WHITE

Trumpet:
* LANCE BLACK
* JOHN SCHMIDLI
* MERVYN SIMPSON

Trombone:
* ROGER J. DAVIES

Harp:
* IUW JONES

Percussion:
* ERNEST LIGHTON
* JOHN SEAI.

Choir:
THE ORMOND PROFESSOR
Dr. PERCY JONES
GRAHAM BARTLE

Orchestra:
THE ORMOND PROFESSOR
KEITH HUMBLE
JOHN KENNEDY
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN

Chamber Orchestra:
KEITH HUMBLE
JOHN KENNEDY
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN

Ear Training:
GRAHAM BARTLE
* IAN BONIGHTON
* BEHNAID DE OLEVEIRA

Chamber Music:
LESLEY BARKLAMB
JOHN KENNEDY
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN

Music Education
GRAHAM BARTLE

Accompanying:
MAX COOKE
ROY SHEPHERD

Music Literature:
GRAHAM BARTLE
MAX COOKE
MEREDITH MOON
ROY SHEPHERD
DONALD THORNTON

Art of Teaching:
MAX COOKE
ELSA HAAS
JOHN KENNEDY
CHRISTOPHER MARTIN
ROY SHEPHERD

Methods of Teaching:
* MANUEL GELMAN, MA BEd

Music and Movement:
* NANCY KIRSNER

Stage Craft:
ELSA HAAS

English Diction, Art of Speech and Dramatic Art:
* KEITH HUDSON, AASA LTCL

German:
* CHARLOTTE HAIN, MA

French:
* ALLAN HOLLAND, BA Syd.
Dipl’Etudes Bordeaux DUP

Italian:
* LUCIANO BINI, BA Tas. LLB

Acoustics:
* J. W. G. WIGNALL, PhD Cantab.
BA MSc

Guitar:
* JOCHEN SCHUBERT BA Vienna

MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (EDUCATION)
Principal DOUGLAS MORETON McDONELLI, BA BSc BEd TPTC
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Biology
Head of Department
DAVID GRANTLEY MORGAN, BSc DipEd TPTC

Senior Lecturers
FREDERICK FRANCIS FITRIDGE, BSc DipEd TPTC
MARJORY-DORE MARTIN, MSc BEd

Lecturers
JOHN STUART ALLEN, BAgSc BEd
GEOFFREY ROY HARGREAVES, BSc DipEd
JUDITH FAY KINNEAR, MSc CertTReg
JOHN CHARLES SAMPSON, BSc PhD DipEd
DAVID MICHAEL STOKES, BSc PhD DipEd

Senior Demonstrators
PAMELA FRANCIS ANDREW, BSc TSTC
SHEILA MARGARET CILLARD, BSc DipEd
TERRY FRANCIS HARRISON, BSc BEd
MEGAN SHORT, BSc DipEd

Chemistry
Head of Department
JOHN JOSEPH RYAN, BSc PhD BEd ARACI

Senior Lecturer
JOHN GEOFFREY DOWN, BSc PhD

Lecturers
JOHN GILBERT AINLEY, BSc BEd
MARGARET JOYCE CLARK, BSc DipEd
GEOFFREY JULIAN GIDDINGS, BSc BEd
ROBERT JOHN PROSSER, BSc PhD DipEd
CAROLE ELSA SCOLLARY, MSc BEd
GEOFFREY ROBERT SCOLLARY, MSc PhD Lat. DipEd ARACI
GARY HERBERT SCOTT, BSc PhD

Senior Demonstrators
ARTHUR BURTON CROSBY, BSc DipEd
WINSLEY STUART GRANT, MSc BEd
GARY ALEXANDER KAKOS, BSc PhD DipEd
ANITA LIU, BSc DipEd
ANNE OLIVIA MEEHAN, MSc DipEd
REGINALD FRANCIS PUDDEPHATT, BSc DipEd

Education
Head of Sociology
DESMOND ROBERT FRASER, BA BEd

Head of Psychology
PAUL GERARD POWER, BA BEd DipPsych MAPsS

Lecturers
MARY DAWN AINLEY, BA DipEd
ALFRED BENEDICT KUEN, BA TSTC
SUSAN MAY MORRISON, BSc DipEd

Tutors
CATHERINE ELIZABETH BRAMWELL, BA DipEd
ELIZABETH ROSEMARY HEPBURN, BSc TPTC

Mathematics
Head of Applied Mathematics
NEAL FRASER BYRNE, BSc TPTC

Head of Pure Mathematics
WILLIAM PYE, MA BEd

Lecturers
ANGELINA HELEN JUNE BYRNE, MSc
EDWIN TREVENEN CONWAY, BSc DipEd
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

JOHN DOWSEY, BA TSTC
PETER LAWRENCE CALBRAITH, BSc DipEd
HELEN HUTCHENS, MSc
BARRY JOHN McCRae, BSc DipEd

Senior Tutor
BRUCE HASLET DEVLIN, BSc BEd

Tutors
BARRY WILLIAM HARRIDGE, BSc DipEd
GEOFFREY WILLIAM ORRIN, BSc DipEd
JOHN JAMES SHEPHERD, BSc DipEd
IAN MURRAY SMITH, BSc DipEd
PETER ROBERT SWAIN, BA DipEd

Physics

Head of Department
KEVIN EDWARD MAUGER, BSc DipEd

Senior Lecturer
REX O'BRIEN, BSc DipEd

Lecturers
GRAEME ROBERT DOIG, BSc BEd
IAN ROY HABROWFIELD, BSc DipEd
JOHN MAXWELL OWEN, BSc BEd
RUSSELL WILLIAM TYTLER, MSc DipEd

Senior Demonstrators
ROHIN ANTHONY HIRST, BSc PhD DipEd
RUSSELL ADRIAN MULCASTER, BSc DipEd
PIER JAMES ROGERS, BSc PhD DipEd
GEOFFREY ANDREW ROSS, BSc DipEd
DAVID LESTER WATTS, BSc DipEd
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